Abstract-By using block processing, partitioning, and fast Fourier transforms (FFT's), large filters perform efficiently in the frequency domain. For small processing delay complexity can still be too large for implementation on a digital signal processor (DSP). A solution is to partition the filter into unequal-length subfilters. Application in adaptive filtering yields the nonuniform partitioned block frequency domain adaptive filter (NU-PBFDAF).
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Problem Description
The implementation of a length N convolution (a filter) directly in time domain costs N multiplications per sample. In some applications, such as acoustic echo cancellation, filters are needed that have several thousands of coefficients, so time domain filtering results in a very large computational complexity.
By using block processing techniques with block length B and a transformation to frequency domain by using fast Fourier transforms (FFT's), filtering operations can be performed efficiently in the frequency domain [2] , [3] . In practical applications, such as the acoustic echo canceler, processing delay and thus the block length B are bound to a maximum that is much smaller than the number of filter coefficients N . The above-mentioned method then results in a huge computational complexity. Partitioning of the filter into smaller equal-length subfilters can reduce this computational complexity. For the example of acoustic echo cancellation, the partitioned block frequency domain adaptive filter [4]-[6] can be used. However, using this structure also degrades the convergence properties.
By using different partition factors for the update and filter part of the adaptive filter, as in decoupled PBFDAF (DPBFDAF) [SI, complexity can be reduced even further without degrading convergence properties. However, the complexity of the filter part still is quite large in DPBFDAF and, in fact, determines the overall complexity. Therefore, here a new algorithm for frequency domain convolution is introduced that uses a nonuniform partitioning of the filter into subfilters.
B. Notation
Signals are denoted by lower case characters, constants by upper case. Underlining is used for vectors, lower case for time domain, and upper case for frequency domain. Matrices are denoted by calligraphic upper case, like X, or bold face upper case, like I. The dimension is put in superscript (e.g., the B, x Q j matrix X is given by XB3 ' & j , for a square matrix the second dimension is omitted). A Manuscript received December 16, 1993; revised August 1, 1994 
E. Nonuniform Partitioning
Here we introduce a new approach to partition the filter into subfilters of not necessarily equal length. The goal is to reduce complexity by using a larger filter length where a larger blocklength is possible. We propose to partition the filter into G subsets of subfilters. The j t h subset consists of g3 subfilters, each of length Q 3 (with for 1 5 j < 6: Q, < Qj-1). This nonuniform partitioning is depicted in Fig. 1 and can be described as
,=O
C. Block-Based Computation
To calculate all i, [ k ] efficiently in the frequency domain, (8) 
2=0
To obtain a causal realization of (13) 
and for 0 5 j < G and 1 5 i < g, -1
In the above equations, matrix IQ denotes the Q x Q identity matrix and J" the Q x Q mirror matrix with the ( p , q)th element ( J Q ) p , equal to 1 for p + q = Q -1. 0 is an all-zero matrix and 0 an all-zero vector. The M, x M, Fourier matrix is denoted by FM3.
The symbol @ is defined as the elementwise product of two vectors (resulting in a vector). If we assume that Q,/Bj = q, is integer (if gj > l), then a delayline can be used for (18). ' The algorithm of (15), (17), and (18) is depicted in Fig. 2 . The input signal to this Subfi1,-block is z'i [KB, -rj] . The output ,signal is e, [KB,] . The filter vectors E,, ti11 Ej, iip1 are fixed vectors. The boxes q,A' represent q, one-sample delays, each onesample delay delaying over B, .T seconds. The whole filter operation (convolution) according to . (7) is depicted in Fig. 3 . The boxes r, A are r, one-sample delays, each one-sample delay delaying over T seconds.
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M E. Complexity
As the FFT's of the filter coefficients need to be computed only once, the jth set of subfilters (subfil,) needs one FFT and one IFFT per B, samples for the filter input and output signals. I 
M
To get more insight into the advantage of using more than one partition factor, an example is introduced here. The number of real where log, M is assumed to be integer. The IFFT is assumed to be realized with the same number of real multiplications per sample.
The delay D, of the jth subset depends on the FFT length M,. As only the first subfilter of each subset is critical in time (the rest of the subfilters in this subset can be computed earlier because of the "future" information contained in the delayline), D, is assumed to be equal to the number of sample intervals required for the computation of two real FFT's and one elementwise vector multiplication. Using a sample frequency of 8000 Hz, and implementing the F F T s on the TMS320C30 signal processor yields the delays of Table I . The number of coefficients for the filter N is chosen to be at least 4000. The maximum allowable delay for the filter to design is 0.5 ms, which equals 4 sample intervals. For an acoustic echo canceler, these numbers are quite realistic. In Table II Table 11 , it can be seen that the number of real multiplications per sample can be reduced by a factor @l/@s = 16.5 compared to a uniform partitioned frequency domain convolution for this example. 
USE IN ADAPTIVE FILTERING
A. Introduction of Adaptive Filter
The efficient filter implementation introduced in the previous section can be used in adaptive filtering. The signal estimation scheme, as depicted in Fig. 6 , is used to describe the new approach. An "unknown" system H has to be imtated by an adaptive transversal filter W [ k ] with N coefficients wo [L] ... w~-l [ k ] . 
in steady state equals (in average) the signal s\k]. 
, Filter Part f o r NU-PBFDAF
The filter part W of the new nonuniform PBFDAF (NU-PBFDAF) adaptive filter is constructed according to the new method as introduced in the previous section. However, the coefficients of the filter are not fixed but have to be adapted. The update algorithm for the coefficients is described in the following section. After the update, the coefficients have to be transformed to frequency domain. This will be described in the section NU-PBFDAF.
account in the update equations by a delay rup . The update equation of a (delayed) BOP with block-length A is partitioned in N / Z parts (for simplicity it is assumed that N I 2 is integer; if this is not the case, then the adaptive filter vector is virtually extended with zeros).
For a = 0, ..., N I Z -1 this can be described as
with the partitioning defined as (23) (24) 1 ...
RA[kA] is defined as an estimate of the A x A autocorrelation matrix of the input signal. The residual signal is constructed as follows:
C. Update Part for NU-PBFDAF
The update rate for the Pdaptive coefficients and the filter part rates are chosen in such a way that all filter part rates are integer multiples of the update rate. To derive the update part of the adaptive filter also ...
...
1' (29)
From (29) The parallel to parallel converters are needed for conversion from one sample rate and block length to another sample rate and block length. The change in block length is performed by splitting each Fig. 7 . Construction of rBo [IcBo] .
block of length B, (that arrives every B, . T seconds) into B,/Bo blocks of length Bo. The inter block time is decreased to Bo . T seconds, so all blocks of length BO can be transmitted before the new block of length B, arrives.
Equation (22) can be implemented efficiently in the frequency domain with help of length L DFT's (FIT'S) using an overlap-save
, where L 2 A + 2 -1. For 0 5 i < N / Z this can be described by
In (31), a multiplication by an inverse matrix is present. By making the same approximation as in [7] and [SI, this multiplication and matrix inversion can be replaced by an elementwise multiplication. In order to do so, the matrix (RA [kA] )-' is first made circulant The first column of the circulant matrix ('kL [kA] )-l equals the pseudo-autocorrelation vector P" [kA] ,
This implies that ((PL[kA])-')1 = L/&{I(XL[kA])i12}.
A wellknown method for recursive power estimation using exponential weighting of the past is given by
The main disadvantage of this equation is that the inverse of it is needed in (35), which implies the use of divisions. For small y this can be avoided by a direct estimation of the inverse power vector
the transform of a real-valued vector (therefore, the second part is the complex conjugate of the first part), the computation of
is real valued, power estimation according to (38) requires 2L real multiplications for L elements per A input samples.
If
therefore, a delayline can be used. In Fig. 8 , the update part ( (30) and (35)) is depicted. In this case, the one sample delay Arr delays over A . T seconds. The mirror operation is labeled Jz in the figure.
D. NU-PBFDAF
The NU-PBFDAF can now be obtained by combining the results of the two previous sections. The filter vectors are coupled by the Fourier transforms and the hold boxes of Fig. 9 . As stated in the The convergence characteristics of this algorithm will be equal to those of a PBFDAF [7] or DPBFDAF [8] with equal partition factor in the update part.
E. Complexity of NU-PBFDAF
The adaptive coefficients are updated once every A samples, thus once every A samples all coefficients must be transformed to the frequency domain. For the jth subset of equal-length filters, this costs g3 F l T s of length M7 per A samples. Together with the result for fixed filters of (19), this yields a total of Q { j } real multiplications for the j t h subset, with q b ) = 2 ' f{MJ) + W I . otherwise R,, = 1. The total number of real multiplications for the NU-PBFDAF can then be obtained by summation of (39) and (40) G-1
(41)
3=0
To get more insight into the advantage of using more than one partition factor in adaptive filtering, also here an example is given. The assumptions are the same as in the example for the convolution (see Table 111 ), so the number of coefficients of the filter equals at least 4000 and the sample frequency is 8000 Hz. The maximum allowable delay for the filter to design is 0.5 ms, which equals 4 sample intervals. In Table 111 , the complexity (the average number of real multiplications per sample) is given as a function of the number of mfferent subfilter lengths (equal to the number of subsets). For all filters, the update FFT length L equals 1024 (the update block length A (and the partition factor 2) equal the largest integer multiple of all B, smaller than or equal to 512). For all j , 0 5 j 5 G -1, the parameters B, , Q, , g3, and M, are chosen to minimize Qnu, G . From Table 111 can be seen that the average number of real multiplications per sample can be reduced by a factor Qnu,1/Qnu,5 = 6.43 for this example. A further increase in the number of different subfilter lengths G does not increase Qnu, 1 /Qnu, G . The maximum of qnu, 1/qnu, G depends strongly on the value of D, , , and N . In < N / 8 , the introduced nonuniform partitioning concept is useful. Fig. 11 shows that an increase of the number of filter coefficients N by a factor 4 cost approximately 90 real multiplies per sample independent of N and D,,, . For small D, , , the next rule of thumb for the number of real multiplications can thus be deduced from Fig. 11 Qn,, G N 45 . log, ( N ) -160.
(42)
F. Simulations
Simulation results are presented in Fig. 12 . As input signal, a 10th-order autoregressive moving average (-A) signal is used. s[k] is a "white" zero-mean signal, uncorrelated with z [ k ] , with E { ( s [ k ] ) ' } = 0.01 ' E { ( e [ k ] ) 2 ) . The sample frequency is 8000 HZ and the maximum allowable delay is 0.5 ms (Dmax 5 4) . The impulse response h of the "unknown" system H is a measured impulse response of a 5 x 6 x 3.5 room truncated at 250 ms. The 
output error is defined by
This error is independent on the way of realizing the filter part of the algorithm. The convergence properties of NU-PBFDAF algorithm will be equal to the properties of a DPBFDAF algorithm with an equal partition factor and block length in the update part. The two most important parameters for the behavior of the error are a and L (the update part FFT length). In Fig. 12 , the dependency of the error on L is depicted. For increasing L the convergence behavior becomes better.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The introduced new method for fast real-time convolution in the frequency domain by using nonuniform partitioning reduces the required number of real multiplications compared with a traditional approach using uniform partitioning.
For the case of adaptive filtering, the computational complexity can be reduced enormously, compared the traditional approaches in DPBFDAF. Complexity becomes almost independent on the maximum allowable delay. As a rule of thumb, the number of real multiplications per sample equals approximately 45 log, ( N ) -160, with N the number of filter coefficients.
